Getting the most out of QuickScan ONLINE

The report contains, where appropriate, references to the following areas:

Learning Style
General Study Skills Support
Language support 
Dyslexia indicators
Dypraxia indicators (fine motor issues likely to affect handwriting)
 “Visual Stress” – the possible value of a coloured overlay for reading texts
Possible need for maths support 
Confidence as a learner
Colour background and text size used
A closer look at language needs
Previous assessment and result if applicable

Interpreting Reports

Learning Style

QuickScan will identify the dominant learning style, or combination of styles that the student currently tends to favour.  When considering learning styles, the preferred style or styles indicated should be seen rather as a starting point towards the development of a multisensory approach to learning.  A learning style preference is not “written in stone” and may even vary with mood.  With practice, the less dominant styles can be developed.  This is to be encouraged.

General Study Skills Support

QuickScan identifies students with poorer study skills as a separate issue from dyslexia

“ASSESSMENT OF THE NEED FOR SUPPLEMENTARY STUDY SUPPORT”

is the section of the report where this is indicated if applicable.

Language support needs are also indicated in this section, together with Visual Stress, the possible need for maths support and possible benefit from intervention designed to improve learning confidence.

The use of the term “Visual Stress” relates to the possible value of a coloured overlay for improving access to text.  There are a number of different approaches to this, including the long established Myers/Irlen Syndrome definition of “Scotopic (contrast) Sensitivity”, 
The British Institute of Optometry’s Optometric Testing Procedures, and more recent developments termed “Asfedia”, relating to the reader’s ability to discriminate rapid changes in the “edges” and “lines” that constitute text.  The term “Visual Stress” also relates to the possible need for a more general eye test.

The colour background chosen is given to help as a starting point in identifying a colour, which will work for the student.  The text size chosen is also added for reference.

Although the “possible need for maths support” may indicate dyscalculia, this is not necessarily the case, and the problem may lie in ordinary failure to acquire maths skills.

Interventions to improve learning confidence could, for example, include the use of (NLP) Neuro-Linguistic Programming, to rectify a student’s preconception that they are “always doomed to fail”, perhaps based on many years of failure in academic pursuits.


Dyslexia Indicators

These are to be found in the “INDICATIONS OF SPECIFIC LEARNING DIFFICULTIES”
section of the report.

QuickScan is a diagnostic screener and so reports its dyslexia indicators in terms of “Borderline” “Some” “Many” or “Most” of the indicators normally associated with dyslexia.

It is not attempting to assess severity as such: one individual may be mildly affected in many areas, whereas another might be more severely affected in fewer areas.

A diagnostic dyslexia indication in QuickScan should be only be considered as the starting point towards full investigation of problem areas, perhaps by an Educational Psychologist, Dyslexia Professional, or by sitting the StudyScan test if this would be age-appropriate.

Previous Assessment

As it is clearly useful to know whether the student is newly identified as having problems, or whether there may be a longer history involved, if the student has been assessed previously the result of that assessment will be given – if no assessment was carried out this will also be stated.

Language Needs

This part of the supplementary information looks at whether English may be a second
language, and whether it is fluent or not.

As well as mouse operation, QS-OnLine has full keyboard operation and audio. 

Keyboard accessibility:

Keyboard shortcuts to QuickScan features
Alt G Left answer radio button
Alt J Right answer radio button
Alt B Next Question
Alt Q Quit
Alt C Text Setup 
The "Tab" key will step through the text Setup Screen colours and Text size
(use "spacebar" or "return" to select use Shift + Tab For Previous option).

